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ABSTRACT  

In the present work, an investigation into the problem of 
scale effect is performed by means of Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) for the two offshore vessels equipped with 
twin pod propulsion systems, featuring dual-end propellers 
which operate in counter-rotating (CRP) and co-rotating 
(TANDEM) modes. The effect of Reynolds number is 
studied on vessel towing resistance, propulsor open water 
characteristics and vessel propulsive performance. The 
influences of the size of propulsion unit and size of the gap 
between the propeller hub and pod gondola in model scale 
are investigated. In addition, estimations of added resistance 
due to bow tunnel thrusters are also presented. Direct 
comparisons are made between the results of CFD 
simulations in model scale and full scale conditions with the 
results of model tests and sea trial data.   

Keywords 
Offshore vessels, Pod propulsors, Scale effect, CFD, 
RANSE. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

In spite of rapidly increasing use of CFD by the ship 
designers, vessel performance prediction is still done 
routinely based on the results of model tests. Since model 
tests are performed in the range of Reynolds number (Re) 
different from that of full scale conditions, all measured 
characteristics are in principal influenced by scale effect. 
Sometimes, testing facilities use fairly small models, either 
in order to reduce time and costs for model tests, or due to 
the instrumentation capabilities, thus pushing the limits of 
Re recommended for towing tanks. Scaling methods are 
therefore required to predict vessel performance in full 
scale. Such methods do not only (and necessarily) account 
for the aforementioned effect of Reynolds number, but 
rather aim at providing correlations between the results of 
model tests and sea trials. These correlations are quite well 
established for conventional ships and propellers, but may 
need elaboration for newer designs, such as for example 
modern offshore vessels. The use of pod propulsion on 
offshore vessels has become rather common due to superior 
steering characteristics of pod units at low speeds, uniform 

inflow on propellers, simpler aftship forms, more space and 
flexibility in arranging machinery in the stern part, among 
other advantages. For increased efficiency and improved 
distribution of power, pod units with dual-end propellers are 
frequently employed (Hämäläinen & van Heerd, 2013). The 
front (pulling) propeller and aft (pushing) propeller installed 
on the opposite ends of the pod may be designed to perform 
in counter-rotating (CRP) mode or co-rotating (TANDEM) 
modes. Some designs employ the concept of so-called CRP 
Z-drive with pushing counter-rotating propellers. The 
interaction between propellers and pod adds complexity to 
the problem of scaling open water characteristics of 
propulsor and propulsion factors for vessels equipped with 
such propulsion systems. Another aspect associated with 
operation of these units is related to steering loads arising 
on propulsor components and their impact on vessel course 
keeping. The said problems are regarded as possible reasons 
for vessel under-performance, which is documented for 
some the offshore vessels equipped with pods, when 
comparing the speed/power predictions based on the results 
of model tests with sea trial data.      

The two approaches dealing with extrapolation of 
performance characteristics for the vessels featuring pod 
propulson systems are known – the approach that considers 
pod unit as an appendage, and the approach that considers 
pod unit as a propulsor (ITTC, 2008a).  In practice, the 
latter approach is most common, and the scaling procedure 
follows the method detailed in (ITTC, 2008a), where the 
following scale effects are taken into consideration: 1) scale 
effect on hull wake, 2) scale effect on propeller blade 
friction, and 3) scale effect on the drag of pod housing. 
While the first two effects are usually addressed using 
traditional methods recommended by ITTC for 
conventional ships with shaft propellers, the scaling of pod 
resistance reveals a great variety of methods, many of 
which are based on individual correlation studies done by 
the testing facilities. Often these studies are reduced to 
either appropriate definition of the "form-factor" used to 
express the pressure (Re-independent) component of 
resistance (sometimes, separate form-factors for the pod 
gondola and strut are applied), or to the definition of the 
"scaling factor" for total resistance of the pod following the 



original proposal by (Chicherin et al, 2004). Both the 
"form-factor" and "scaling factor" for pods are as a rule 
derived from CFD simulations using an actuator disk with 
circumferential-averaged loading distribution to represent 
the effect of propeller(s) operating on pod. (Krasilnikov et 
al, 2015) discuss the limitations of scaling methods based 
on traditional approaches in light of findings from the 
systematic CFD simulations done on a podded unit with 
single pulling propeller. In particular, it is shown that the 
effect of Reynolds number on thrust and torque of a pulling 
podded propeller are smaller than for a single shaft 
propeller operating under equivalent conditions. In addition 
to commonly recognized dependence on the shape of 
gondola and strut, scale effect on pod resistance reveals 
dependence on propeller loading and pitch setting. This is 
due to the fact that not only the changes in drag, but also 
those in lift developed on the strut and fins of the pod 
housing contribute to the total change of pod resistance with 
Reynolds number. In turn, the said changes are determined 
by the velocity distribution in propeller slipstream and 
unsteady interactions taking place between the blade vortex 
sheets and components of the pod housing. Thus, simplified 
theories (even such as those based on CFD simulations with 
the actuator disk model for propeller) may not be fully 
adequate to describe the flow physics behind the scale effect 
on pod propulsors, especially for the designs featuring 
multiple propellers as considered in the present work. Such 
configurations need to be studied using fully unsteady CFD 
simulations to resolve the interaction between the rotating 
propeller (blades and hub) and stationary pod housing, both 
in open water and behind hull conditions. From systematic 
CFD simulations done in model scale and full scale 
conditions, and comparisons of numerical results with the 
model tests and sea trials data, correlation factors can be 
derived for performance prediction algorithms. The above 
was the main consideration behind the studies performed in 
the present work.  

 

2 STUDIED CASES 

For the studies, the two offshore vessels were selected. The 
main particulars of these vessels and propulsion systems are 
shown in  Figures 1 and 2. Both ships are about 80 [m] 
long, and they feature bulbous bow, transom stern, central 
skeg and headboxes. The headboxes are used for the 
integration of ship hull with a pod propulsor. One of the 
vessels (OSV-1) is equipped with a dual-end TANDEM 
propulsor, while another ship (OSV-2) is equipped with a 
dual-end CRP propulsor. The propellers of the TANDEM 
propulsor are inward rotating over the top. The front 
(pulling) propellers of the CRP propulsor are right-hand 
rotating for both the portside and starboard units.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

LPP = 74.4 [m]; LPP/B = 4.23; CB = 0.715, T = 5 [m] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DFRW = 2.25 [m]; ZFRW = 3; DAFT = 2.25 [m]; ZAFT = 3; 
Tandem; Inward 

Figure 1: General view and main particulars of the 
studied vessel OSV-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

LPP = 82.8 [m]; LPP/B = 4.23; CB=0.714, T=5 [m] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DFRW = 2.8 [m]; ZFRW = 3; DAFT = 2.3 [m]; ZAFT = 4; CRP; 
Right-handed front propeller 

 

Figure 2: General view and main particulars of the 
studied vessel OSV-2. 

 

The pods of both vessels have the installation angles of 
about 5 [deg] in vertical longitudinal plane (pitch plane; 
front propeller downward), and about 5 [deg] in vertical 
transverse plane (roll plane, pod center outward). The pods 
of the vessel OSV-1 have in addition the installation angle 
of about 2.5 [deg] in horizontal plane (yaw plane; forward 



propeller outward). The vessel OSV-1 features three bow 
tunnel thrusters with the tunnel diameter of DT=2.08 [m] 
and chamfered edges; the longitudinal spacing between the 
tunnel centers being about 1.44DT for the first and second 
thrusters from bow, and 1.3DT for the second and third 
thrusters from bow. The vessel OSV-2 features two bow 
tunnel thrusters with the tunnel diameter of DT=2.15 [m] 
and chamfered edges; the longitudinal spacing between the 
tunnel centers being about 1.44DT.  

Model tests and sea trials with the studied ships have been 
conducted by MARIN. The following comments have to be 
made regarding the experimental data. For the offshore 
vessel OSV-1 with dual-end tandem pod propulsor, model 
tests are performed with exactly the same propulsion unit 
and exactly the same propeller design as in sea trials. The 
scale of the ship model is 1:14.4, which results in propeller 
model diameter D=0.156 [m]. The same propulsor model 
was used in propulsion tests and open water tests. The 
relatively small size of propulsor model prevented direct 
measurements of thrust and torque of the front and aft 
propellers. The total thrust of the unit is measured is usual, 
whereas the total torque of both propellers is measured on 
the vertical axis, following a special procedure to account 
for additional friction in the gears and bearings. A small 
size of propulsor model used in the tests may result in a 
larger scale effect than normally expected in such tests, 
which was important to check by means of CFD 
calculations. The model tests with the vessel OSV-2 were 
conducted according to the following scenario. The self-
propulsion tests were performed with the model of scale 
1:15.5 (diameter of forward propeller is 0.18065 [m]), 
realistic model of the pod, but fitted only with the front 
propeller. The open water tests were performed with a 
larger thruster model (scale is 1:9.5, diameter of forward 
propeller is 0.295 [m]) fitted with CRP propellers and, 
separately, fitted with only with forward propeller as in self-
propulsion tests. The propulsion factors derived from the 
tests with the model fitted with the front propeller model are 
assumed unaffected by the action of the aft propeller, and 
only the open water efficiency is different. Therefore, the 
open water efficiency of the unit with CRP propellers was 
subsequently used for the final speed/power prediction. The 
final propeller design for the dual-end CRP unit was 
changed by reducing propeller pitch to approximately 12%, 
so that propeller geometry in sea trials was different from 
propeller geometry used in model tests, and corrections 
were required to make a comparison with the scaled model 
test results.       

 

3 CFD MODEL 

All CFD simulations in the present work were performed by 
SINTEF Ocean, using the commercial CAE code STAR-
CCM+ version 11.02 by Siemens PLM Software Inc.  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Geometrical details of propulsor model used in 
CFD simulations (Vessel OSV-1). 

 

In the CFD campaign with the present cases, the overall 
ambition was to reproduce the details of the tested ships and 
propulsors as accurately as possible, in order to provide 
adequate comparisons with experimental data. At the same 
time, the intention was to acquire systematic results as 
regards the scale effect on vessel towing resistance, forces 
and moments acting on propulsor components, and hull-
propulsor interaction. The above objectives required 
accurate modeling of geometrical details of the propulsion 
systems, including exact geometries of propellers, pods and 
headboxes, and inclusion of the gaps between the propeller 
hubs and pods, as well as the gap between the strut and 
headbox, as illustrated in Figure 3. 

The bow tunnels were included in the CFD model with 
chamfered edges according to the model tests. The tunnels 
were left open on both ends, and no grids, propeller and 
gear housing were modelled. The unsteady interaction 
between the rotating propellers and stationary parts in the 
computation domain were resolved by the Sliding Mesh 
method, which necessitated the use of two rotating regions 
surrounding propellers and hubs. In the self-propulsion 
simulations, a hybrid mesh of trimmed hexahedral cells in 
the main domain and polyhedral cells in the propeller 
regions is employed. Prism layers are placed along the no-
slip wall boundaries. Adequate mesh refinement around the 
ship hull, free surface and propulsor is achieved by means 
of surface and volumetric controls in the parts based mesh 
setup. The mesh around propulsor used in the open water  
calculation setup is similar to that of self-propulsion 
calculations. However, for the purpose of saving on mesh 
size, mesh extrusion towards the inlet and outlet boundaries 
of computation domain is used instead. A typical full-scale 
mesh used in resistance simulations of these ships, 
including bow tunnels, consists of about 3.5 mio cells for a 
half-ship computation domain. In propulsion simulations, 
the cell count in the main fluid region is increased to about 



7.5-8.0 mio cell for a half-ship, primarily due to the mesh 
refinement around propulsor and its wake. The cell count in 
propeller regions varies from 1.5 mio for 3-bladed 
propellers to 2.0 mio for 4-bladed propellers, i.e. about 0.5 
mio cells per blade passage. This is a somewhat lower cell 
count than normally employed in propeller calculations, but 
it was found sufficient through preceding verification 
studies with the present units, due to the advantages of 
polyhedral mesh. A typical mesh size for open water 
calculation is 6-7 mio cells for the whole domain, propeller 
regions included.  

The "All Y+ Treatment" model of STAR-CCM+ is applied 
for near wall treatment. In the model scale analyses, the aim 
is to provide an averaged Y+ level around 50÷60 on the 
ship hull, and about 1÷2 on propulsor and headbox. The 
low-Re treatment on the latter parts offers a higher 
accuracy, and it is more appropriate in the simulations 
involving flow transition, which is the case in model scale 
conditions. In full scale, a high-Re treatment is used for all 
parts, the Y+ values being in the range of 150÷180 on the 
hull, and in the range of 50÷70 on the propulsor. The 
parameters of the boundary layer mesh are derived from the 
estimations for flat plate boundary layer. The stretching 
factor between 1.2 and 1.3 is provided by a corresponding 
number of prism layers. The near wall refinement scheme 
also aims at providing a sufficiently smooth transition from 
the boundary layer mesh to core mesh, especially in the 
domains where large flow gradients are expected. 

For the free surface modelling, the VOF method is 
employed with the standard "FlatVofWave" model and 
HRIC scheme for interface capturing available in STAR-
CCM+. The increased CFL limits are applied to ensure that 
the solution is always is the range of pure HRIC scheme. 
The ship-fluid interaction in solved by the DFBI 
Equilibrium model with allowed motions being sinkage and 
trim. The first-order temporal discretization is used with the 
implicit unsteady solver. The time step is determined by the 
problem. In the resistance calculations, it is set proportional 
to t=ktLPP/V, where the  coefficient kt is assigned to 
provide reasonable levels of Courant number (as a rule 
about 2÷3 in the vicinity of ship hull, and below 1 in the 
outer field).  However, in the open water and propulsion 
calculations, where a much smaller time step is required, t 
corresponds to propeller rotation to 2 degrees. The k- SST 
model is used for turbulence closure in all analyses. In the 
resistance and propulsion calculations regardless scale, and 
in open water calculations under full scale conditions, the 
flow is assumed fully turbulent. In the open water 
calculations in model scale, the k- SST model is used with 
the GammaReTheta model to simulate flow transition. In 
this type of simulations, the initial level of turbulence 
intensity has considerable influence on calculation results. 
At present, the authors' best practice implies the use of 5% 
initial turbulence intensity and a specified turbulence source 

option to maintain the level of turbulence before it reaches 
the propulsor. The implication of using the transition model 
in propeller calculations and model validation studies are 
detailed in (Bhattacharyya et al, 2016) and (Krasilnikov, 
2016).  

All the simulations in model scale are performed under the 
assumption about smooth surface of ship hull and 
propulsion unit. In full scale analyses, the hull surface 
roughness is included, assuming the height of equivalent 
sand-grain roughness in the CFD setup equal to 60 [m]. 
The inclusion of roughness effects is done by means of 
modification of generalized wall functions. The surfaces of 
propeller and pod housing are assumed smooth in full-scale 
calculations. 

    

4 COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN 
MODEL SCALE AND EXTRAPOLATIONS 

The comparisons with experimental data in model scale 
included ship towing resistance, propulsor characteristics in 
open water and vessel propulsion characteristics. Due to the 
restrictions set up by the ship owners and propulsor 
manufactures, only relative figures and charts without axis 
numbers are included in the paper. The results of model test 
data extrapolation to full scale conditions done by the 
testing facility are also presented, for the reference.  

The Figure 4 illustrates the comparison between the 
resistance curves calculated by CFD and predicted from 
model tests, for one of the studied vessels (OSV-1). The 
CFD simulations were performed with the ship model 
featuring bow tunnels (3 tunnels, in this case). In full scale, 
the effect of hull surface roughness was included in the 
calculations. It can be seen that the agreement between the 
numerical results and experimental predictions is quite good 
for the whole range of speeds. In particular, in model scale 
conditions, the differences in CT were within 3.2%, while in 
full scale they were within 2.5%. It has to be noted that, in 
full scale calculations, the bilge keels and superstructure 
were not included, whereas there effect was presumably 
taken into account in the correlation coefficients used in the 
extrapolation.  

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the comparisons of open water 
characteristics of the TANDEM and CRP dual-end pod 
propulsors computed by CFD and predicted from model 
tests. The CFD simulations in model scale were performed 
using the transition model. In full scale, the flow was 
assumed fully turbulent, and propulsor components were 
assumed to have smooth surfaces. The exact size of the gap 
between the pod and propeller hubs in model tests was 
unknown, and its value was assumed equal to 1.2 [mm] in 
accordance with usual practices. In full scale setup, the gap 
size was assumed equal to 20 [mm].  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of computed resistance curves 
with predictions from model tests. (Vessel OSV-1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of computed open water 
characteristics of the TANDEM pod propulsor with 
predictions from model tests.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of computed open water 
characteristics of the CRP pod propulsor with 
predictions from model tests.  

For the TANDEM propulsor, in the studied ranges of 
loading conditions in model scale, the differences between 
the computed and measured values are within 2% for total 
unit thrust KTT, and within 4% for total propeller torque 
KQP everywhere except the highest advance coefficient 
J=0.8, where they increase to 10% and 8%, respectively. 
For the CRP propulsor, the said difference are within 5% 
for total unit thrust KTT, and within 4.5% for total propeller 
torque KQP. In spite of the difference in KTT and KQP, the 
levels of open water propulsor efficiency found from the 
calculations and measurements agree very well. One can 
also observe that the extrapolation procedure predicts the 
increase of efficiency in full scale comparable with the 
results of calculation, for all conditions except J=0.8 for the 
TANDEM propulsor. At the same time, the trends in and 
the magnitudes of KTT and KQP variation with scale are 
somewhat different in CFD and in the extrapolation method. 
KTT is predicted to increase in full scale by the prognoses 
for both propulsors. KQP is however shown to decrease in 
full scale by the CFD simulation for the TANDEM unit, but 
it remains at the same level as in model scale condition for 
the CRP unit. The extrapolation procedure shows a decrease 
of KQP in full scale for both units. A more detail analysis of 
scale effect on the propulsor components is presented in 
Section 5. Additional comparison is done for the thrust and 
torque of the forward and aft propellers of the CRP unit, 
where the respective measured data were available from 
model tests. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of computed thrust and torque of 
the forward (pull) and aft (push) propeller of the CRP 
pod propulsor with the measurements from model tests.  

 

Tables 1 and 2 present the results of comparisons between 
the calculations, measurements and predictions for the self-
propulsion conditions, for the vessels OSV-1 and OSV-2, 
respectively. The results are compared in terms of propeller 
rate  of revolution (n), total unit thrust (TTOT), total power 



of propellers (PD), axial wake fraction (WT), thrust 
deduction factor (t), relative rotative efficiency (ETAR), 
conditional propulsor efficiency in open water (ETA0), and 
quasi-propulsive coefficient (ETAD). The comparison in 
model scale refers to the condition of "model point" as 
derived from the load variation test. The comparison in full 
scale refers to the condition of "ideal sea trial", for which 
speed/power prognosis is made. In full scale CFD 
simulations, the effect of surface roughness on ship hull is 
included. Calculations are done accounting for the dynamic 
sinkage and trim of the ship. Additional corrections to 
resistance are applied when defining the self-propulsion 
point in full scale, in order to account for the influence of 
bilge keels and superstructures, since these parts are not 
included in the CFD model.  

   

 

Table 1: Comparison of computed propulsion 
characteristics with predictions from model tests for the 
vessel OSV 1 with TANDEM pod propulsor. Vs=14[kn] 

 
Model scale   Full scale 

EXP  CFD  (CFD‐EXP), %   
EST  CFD  (CFD‐EST), % 

n*  18.42  18.92  2.71 
 
273.6  276.3  0.99 

TTOT      ‐1.76 
 

    ‐3.45 

PD      7.05 
 

    0.16 

WT  0.113  0.055  ‐51.33 
 
0.106  0.069  ‐34.91 

t  0.106  0.067  ‐36.79 
 
0.106  0.0733  ‐30.85 

ETAR  1.005  1.008  0.30 
 
1.005  0.995  ‐1.00 

ETA0      0.69 
 

    1.63 

ETAD      ‐0.23 
 

    0.00 

*) n is given in [rps] for model scale and in [rpm] for full scale 

 

Table 2: Comparison of computed propulsion 
characteristics with predictions from model tests for the 
vessel OSV 2 with CRP pod propulsor. Vs=14[kn] 

 
Model scale   Full scale 

EXP  CFD  (CFD‐EXP), %   
EST  CFD  (CFD‐EST), % 

n*  12.31  12.30  ‐0.08 
 
176.7  174.6  ‐1.19 

TTOT      ‐7.88 
 

    ‐10.94 

PD      ‐1.87 
 

    ‐4.80 

WT  0.113  0.0574  ‐49.20 
 
0.104  0.0482  ‐53.43 

t  0.125  0.086  ‐31.20 
 
0.125  0.0868  ‐30.56 

ETAR  0.994  0.981  ‐1.31 
 
0.994  0.9794  ‐1.47 

ETA0      1.17 
 

    1.87 

ETAD      ‐1.94 
 

    ‐1.33 

*) n is given in [rps] for model scale and in [rpm] for full scale 

The values of propeller rate of revolution are predicted by 
the CFD calculations quite close to the values derived from 
the tests. Very large relative differences are noticed in the 
axial wake fraction WT and thrust deduction factor t. This 
means that the effective advance coefficient for propulsor 
operating behind ship hull is predicted differently by the 
calculations and tests. In spite of that, the prognoses for 
efficiencies ETA0 and ETAD show the differences only 
within 2%. The agreement between the calculations and 
experimental predictions is in general closer for the vessel 
OSV-1 with TANDEM pod unit. To some degree, it can 
possibly be explained by the fact that model tests with this 
ship were performed with the exact unit, whereas for the 
other ship model tests were performed with only the front 
propeller installed on the pod. The analysis of simulation 
results indicates that under-prediction of WT and t may be 
related to the under-prediction of hull wake by the 
numerical model using a high-Re near-wall treatment (wall 
functions) on the ship hull and k- SST turbulence model. 
The low-Re solutions (wall Y+ 1) need to be investigated 
in combination with more advanced turbulence modelling 
methods. However, such approaches are associated with a 
considerable increase of computation expense, and they do 
not guarantee a higher accuracy in terms of integral 
characteristics, especially propeller forces. On the 
experimental side, since the model tests were conducted 
with quite small propulsor models, the results could have 
been affected by flow transition on propeller blades, even in 
behind hull condition, since the wake from ship hull on 
propeller was quite light and uniform.  

 

5 SCALE EFFECT ON SHIP AND PROPULSOR 
CHARACTERISTICS 

5.1 Towing resistance 
The effect of Reynolds number was studied as regards the 
towing resistance of ship hull, additional resistance due to 
tunnels, hull nominal wake, open water characteristics of 
propulsors and vessel propulsion characteristics. The scale 
effect on the towing resistance of ship hull with headboxes 
is illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, for one of the ships (OSV-
2). These simulation were performed, according to the 
model tests, with the model scale factor 1/15.5, the values 
of Reynolds number based on LPP being 5.39108 in full 
scale, and 8.83106 in model scale for Vs=14[kn]. The 
results for the other ship are very similar. In Figure 8, the 
friction and pressure components of resistance coefficient 
predicted by CFD calculation in full scale are presented as 
percentage of the respective values in model scale. For 
comparison, the friction component predicted by the ITTC-
57 extrapolation line is also shown on the charts (CF0-
EST). In full scale, the frictional resistance is reduced to 
about 55% of its model scale value, which is accurately 
reproduced by the estimations according to the 
extrapolation line. In full scale, the pressure resistance 



remains close to its model scale value, but its relative 
change shows some dependence on vessel speed. It appears 
reduced to about (5÷6)% below the model scale values at 
lower speeds, and it gradually increases to about (5÷6)% 
above the model scale values at higher speeds. The 
mentioned changes in the pressure resistance are related to 
the changes in flow separation patterns on the central skeg, 
headboxes and the submerged part of transom stern. At full 
scale Re, flow separation domains on the skeg and headbox 
are reduced, but the generated vortices become stronger and 
less diffusive. The vorticity shed from the headbox triggers 
a larger separation on the transom in full scale. Through the 
latter phenomenon, the pattern of stern waves also appears 
affected, in particular at higher speed, where waves of large 
amplitude are generated downstream of the stern in full 
scale compared to model scale, which leads to the increase 
in pressure resistance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Scale effect on the friction of pressure 
component of resistance coefficient of ship hull with 
headboxes. (Vessel OSV-2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Relative contribution of the pressure and 
friction component to the total resistance in model and 
full scale. (Vessel OSV-2) 

Thus, the trends observed in the pressure component are 
associated with the changes in vortex induced drag and 
wave making resistance. The Figure 9 illustrates relative 
contributions of the pressure and friction component in total 
resistance of bare hull, and how the said contributions vary 
with ship speed, in model and full scale conditions.   

 

5.2 Additional resistance due to tunnel thrusters 
The presence of bow tunnels results in additional resistance, 
which also depends on scale. For this contribution, no 
completely satisfactory scaling procedure is known, and 
predictions are based on empirical corrections (ITTC, 
2008). The problem is complicated by the fact that the 
resistance of hull openings such as those of tunnel thrusters 
depends on hull lines at the location of openings, features of 
integration of an opening into hull (chamfers, rounding, 
grids etc.), as well as the interaction phenomena taking 
place between multiple openings located close to each 
other. Clearly, these phenomena will change with scale 
when the openings are subjected to hull boundary layer at 
different Reynolds numbers. In the present study, 
comparisons were made between the results of CFD 
simulations of ship hulls without and with bow tunnels. The 
tunnels were left completely open, without grids, and no 
thruster model was placed in the tunnel. However, the inlet 
chamfers were included in accordance with model test 
specification. In Figure 10, the computed additional 
resistance due to tunnel openings is presented for the two 
studied ships as a percentage of total resistance of the ship 
with tunnels. The symbol CTUN stands for the additional 
resistance due to tunnels found as a difference between CT 
of ship hull with tunnels and CT of ship hull without 
tunnels. It can be seen that, for the vessel OSV-2 with two 
bow tunnels, the additional resistance is about (3÷4)% in 
model scale and (7÷9)% in full scale. For the vessel OSV-1 
with three bow tunnels, these figures increase about 
(11÷12)% in model scale and (18÷21)% in full scale. The 
coefficient of additional resistance due to tunnels does not 
show strong dependence on ship speed. The additional 
resistance of tunnel openings is primarily caused by energy 
losses associated with the formation of vortices at the 
upstream edge of the opening (where the flow separates), 
and at the downstream wall of the tunnel (where the flow is 
abruptly stopped). These phenomena result in rotational 
motion of fluid and formation of a larger vortex (and 
sometimes several vortices) inside the tunnel. If 
unobstructed, the flow along the tunnel may develop further 
increasing the resistance. In such scenarios, the increase of 
resistance caused by the tunnels can amount as much as 
(10÷15)% of total resistance, according to the experimental 
findings from (Grechin, 1958). As one can see from Figure 
11, the amount and intensity of vorticity produced at the 
tunnel openings and transported into the tunnel increases in 
full scale, resulting in increase of the coefficient of 
additional resistance.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Scale effect on additional resistance due to 
bow tunnels. 

 

If one compares the predictions from the present CFD 
calculation with the empirical estimation suggested in 
(Voitkounski, 1985) for a ship with two bow tunnels, one 
arrives at a fairly close agreement: CFD - CTUN=0.000235; 
EST - CTUN=0.000221. 

For the vessel OSV-1 with three bow tunnels, the additional 
resistance increases greatly (CFD - CTUN=0.00080). This 
is the result of unfavourable integration of tunnels in the 
ship hull and interaction phenomena between the openings, 
which lead to the increase of vortex induced drag. For 
realistic installation of tunnel thrusters on the vessels, the 
figures of CTUN presented above will be reduced due to the 
presence of thruster housing and propeller in the tunnel, 
which reduce the flow circulation in the tunnel, as well as 
due to possible constructive modifications of hull shape 
around tunnel openings.  

 

5.3 Propulsor open water characteristics 
The magnitudes of scale effect on the open water 
characteristics of the TANDEM and CRP pod units used in 
the study are presented in Figures 12 to 17, for the three 
advance coefficients corresponding to propulsor operation 
around the design point (in free sailing). These results were 
obtained with the propeller models having the diameter of 
0.3 [m] and running at 12 rps, resulting in propeller  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Field of vorticity at the openings of bow 
tunnels. 

 

Reynolds number Rn0.7=n(0.7D)2/=4.78105. The 
corresponding Reynolds numbers in full scale conditions 
were 1.08107 and 1.03107 for the CRP unit and TANDEM 
unit, respectively. The size of the pod/hub gap in model 
scale was obtained by direct geometrical scaling of the full 
scale gap size of 20 [mm], resulting in 2.1 [mm] for the 
CRP unit, and 2.7 [mm] for the TANDEM unit.  

From Figure 12 one can conclude that the total unit thrust 
shows a larger increase in full scale for the CRP unit, in 
particular at lower J=0.6 and 0.7. Since pod resistance is 
reduced for both units (Figure 15), this result is largely 
related to the trends in propeller thrust presented in Figures 
13 and 14. While the propeller thrust of the CRP unit 
increases in full scale (+2÷3%), then the propeller thrust of 
the TANDEM unit show a decrease (2÷3%) in full scale, 

OSV-2, Model 

OSV-2, Ship 

OSV-1, Ship 



compared to model scale values. This somewhat unusual 
behaviour is clearly caused by the decrease of thrust of the 
aft propeller on the TANDEM unit, as one infer from the 
results shown in Figure 14. The changes in the thrust of the 
forward propeller are very similar for both units. The 
aforementioned differences in scale effect on thrust of the 
aft propeller is explained by the interaction between the aft 
propeller and wake of the pod housing. For thicker and 
blunter pod of the TANDEM unit, the extent of separation 
at the rear part of strut and its junction with the gondola is 
considerably larger in model scale, which results in heavier 
wake on the aft propeller and, hence a higher thrust in 
model scale. Due to the changes in the said separation 
phenomenon, pod resistance of the TANDEM unit reveals a 
larger scale effect (15% in model scale) than pod  
resistance of the CRP unit (2÷5%), where the flow over 
the strut is much less separated. The described phenomena 
also have effect on torque of the aft propeller. In addition to 
that, the aft propeller operates in the flow accelerated and 
swirled by the action of the forward propeller. Since the 
loading of the forward propeller increases in full scale,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Scale effect on total unit thrust of the pod 
units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Scale effect on total thrust of propellers of the 
pod units. 

it produces higher flow acceleration and swirl. For the aft 
propeller of a CRP unit, the scale effects on flow 
acceleration and swirl are counteracting – higher 
acceleration results in decrease of thrust and torque, higher 
swirl results in their increase. Because of that, and since the 
flow separation pattern on the pod strut does not change 
significantly with scale, the torque in full scale conditions 
remains almost at the level of model scale values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Scale effect on thrust of the forward and aft 
propellers of the pod units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Scale effect on pod resistance of the pod 
units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Scale effect on total torque of propellers of 
the pod units. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Scale effect on efficiency of the pod units. 

 

For the aft propeller of the TANDEM unit, the effects of 
flow acceleration and swirl are additive – their increase in 
full scale results in decrease of thrust and torque of the aft 
propeller. Combined with the lower wake from the strut, in 
full scale conditions the said effects result in decrease of 
torque of the TANDEM unit for (2÷3%). When summed 
up, the scale effects on total unit thrust and total torque of 
propellers, result in increase of efficiency in full scale for 
(+3÷4%) at J=0.6÷0.7, and for (+5÷8%) at J=0.8, as it can 
be seen from Figure 17. Higher scale effect on efficiency is 
documented for the TANDEM unit. In practice, the 
magnitudes of scale effect on the total unit thrust and 
efficiency may be reduced to a half of the values presented 
above due to the influence of surface roughness on propeller 
blades and pod housing. 

The magnitude of scale effect on open water propulsor 
characteristics also depends on the size of propulsor model 
and size of the pod/hub gap used in model tests. Additional 
simulations in model scale conditions were performed in the 
present work to address the mentioned effects. The 
influence of model size is illustrated in Table 3, where the 
differences in percent are presented for the smaller propeller 
models, having diameters of D=0.18 [m] and D=0.156 [m], 
compared to the reference model of D=0.30 [m] which was 
used above. The size of pod/hub gap in these calculations 
was according to geometrical scale. Thus, the presented 
data give an indication of what differences in total propulsor 
characteristics from the reference model one may expect 
when smaller models are tested. For the reference model of 
D=0.30 [m] (Rn0.7=4.78105), the influence of flow 
transition on integral characteristics of propulsor is 
insignificant, even though the local zones of transitional 
flow are found. However, when the model size (and 
Reynolds number) is reduced, the flow transition begins to 
play increasingly important role. The influence of flow 
transition reduces the scale effect on smaller models 
compared to what it would have been, if the flow were fully 
turbulent. A larger scale effect is found on the TANDEM 
unit. 

The width of the gap between the propeller hub and gondola  

Table 3: Influence of model size on total characteristics 
of propulsor in scale. (Percentage differences are given 
related to the reference model having D=0.30 [m])  

CRP unit 

D=0.18 [m],  

Rn0.7=2.32105 
(KTTOT),%  (KQP),%  (ETA0),% 

TURB  ‐(1.5÷2.0)  +(0.2÷0.5)  ‐(1.7÷2.5) 

TRANS  ‐(0.5÷1.0)  ‐(0.0÷0.5)  ‐(0.0÷1.0) 

 

TANDEM unit 

D=0.18 [m],  

Rn0.7=2.29105 
(KTTOT),%  (KQP),%  (ETA0),% 

TURB  ‐(1.5÷2.0)  +(2.0÷2.5)  ‐(3.5÷4.5) 

TRANS  ‐(1.0÷1.5)  +(1.0÷1.5)  ‐(2.0÷3.0) 

D=0.156 [m],  

Rn0.7=1.62105 
(KTTOT),%  (KQP),%  (ETA0),% 

TURB  ‐(3.0÷4.0)  +(3.0÷4.0)  ‐(6.0÷8.0) 

TRANS  ‐(1.5÷2.0)  +(1.5÷2.0)  ‐(3.0÷4.0) 

 

of the pod housing is known to have influence on the 
measured propeller thrust, while having little effect on the 
total thrust of the unit. The reference (ITTC, 2008b) 
documents the differences in propeller thrust of up to 8% 
between propellers with a conical hub (as those of podded 
propellers) and propellers with a cylindrical hub. This so-
called "gap effect" depends on also on configuration of the 
hub and gondola at the location of the gap and propeller 
loading condition. Little information is found in the 
literature regarding the gap effect on the performance of 
dual-end pod units. In the present work, the influence of gap 
was studied by performing calculations in model scale with 
the reference propulsors (D=0.30 [m]) and applying 
different gap width. The main results are summarized in 
Table 4.  

 

 

Table 4: Influence of gap width on propulsor 
characteristics in model scale. (Percentage differences are 
given related to the reference models with largest gaps. 
Differences in thrust coefficients are relative to KTTOT of 
the model with largest gap) 

CRP unit, D=0.3 [m], ref. gap 2.1mm 

Gap  KTTOT  KTG KTP  KTP_FRW  KTP_AFT  KQP ETA0 

1.2mm  +0.27  +0.5 +0.77 +0.15  +0.52  0  +0.27

 

TANDEM unit, D=0.3 [m], ref. gap 2.7mm 

Gap  KTTOT  KTG KTP  KTP_FRW  KTP_AFT  KQP ETA0 

2.0mm  ‐0.1  +1.8 +1.7  +0.7  +1.0  0  ‐0.1 

1.2mm  ‐0.2  +6.0 +5.8  +1.8  +4.0  0  ‐0.2 

 



As expected from experience, the total thrust is little 
affected by the gap size, since the forces acting on the gap 
sides of the hub and gondola are counteracting. Still, total 
thrust experiences some minor changes when the gap width 
is reduced, which is presumably due to the differences in 
pressure on hub and pod in the vicinity of the gap caused by 
the geometrical configuration of the said bodies. Both the 
propeller thrust and pod resistance increase as the gap width 
is reduced. As it can be seen from Table 4, the major 
contribution to this increase comes from the aft propeller. 
Propeller torque is not affected by the gap size, and 
therefore minor differences in efficiency are related to the 
differences in unit thrust.  

When the scaling of model test data is applied to the total 
characteristics of a podded unit, the gap effect does not 
represent any issues. It should however be taken into 
consideration when propeller thrust and pod resistance are 
scaled separately, and the latter quantity is derived from the 
measured unit thrust and propeller thrust.  

 

5.3 Propulsion characteristics 
The comparison between the propulsion factors computed 
in model scale and full scale conditions was already 
presented in Tables 1 and 2, for the ship speed of 14 knots. 
Large relative differences were found between the values of 
axial wake fraction (WT) and thrust deduction factor (t) 
derived from CFD calculations and from model tests. CFD 
results show under-prediction of the mentioned propulsion 
factors compared to the experimental estimation. An overall 
conclusion can be made that the computed values of 
propulsion factors do not indicate large changes with scale, 
which is in line with general scaling practices for these 
vessels. Different trends are however observed for the 
vessels equipped with TANDEM and CRP units. For the 
vessel OSV-1 with TANDEM unit, the values of WT and t 
increase slightly in full scale conditions, oppositely to the 
decrease of WT and very small change of t observed for the 
other vessel with CRP unit. Based on the analysis of flow 
field around propulsor operating behind ship hull the 
following explanation was found regarding the 
aforementioned trends. The increase of WT in full scale 
observed for the vessel with the TANDEM unit is related to 
a larger thrust produced by the unit in behind conditions, 
compared to model scale. The scale effects on forces 
developed on the propulsor components in open water and 
behind hull are comparable at equivalent loading 
conditions, especially so, since the wake fields of the 
studied vessels are fairly homogeneous. Hence, the 
differences should be related to the interaction between the 
propulsor and hull, and how it affects the interaction 
between the propulsor components. In full scale, the 
forward propeller of the TANDEM unit encounters a 
weaker inflow from the hull, and therefore it develops a 
lower thrust than in model scale. Consequently, the flow 
acceleration and swirl produced by the forward propeller on 
the aft propeller decrease, both changes contributing to the 

increase of thrust of the aft propeller. An additional 
contribution to the increase of thrust of the aft propeller 
comes from the side fins of the pod housing, which in full 
scale conditions produce a larger swirl counteracting the 
rotation of the forward propeller slipstream. As a result, the 
thrust of the aft propeller increases in full scale over its 
values in model scale, leading to the increase of the unit 
thrust, which is reflected by the increase of WT. The same 
phenomenon of swirl reduction in front of the aft propeller 
is the primary mechanism behind the decrease of relative 
rotative efficiency ETAR in full scale, where the torque of 
the aft propeller increases, contributing to the increase of 
total propeller torque behind hull. For the CRP unit, the 
effect of flow acceleration and swirl produced by the 
forward propeller on the aft propeller are counteracting, so 
that the aft propeller is not very responsive to the changes in 
loading of the forward propeller. In full scale, the thrust of 
the forward propeller is reduced by the interaction with a 
weaker hull wake, compared to model scale, and one 
observes a reduction of WT, which is a more common 
observation for pod propulsors featuring single propeller, as 
well as for shaft propeller installations.  

The conditional open water efficiency of propulsion units 
ETA0 increases in full scale, compared to the levels found 
in model scale, and so does the quasi-propulsive efficiency 
ETAD. The relative increase of efficiencies predicted from 
CFD and extrapolation procedure is shown in Table 5. The 
increase of efficiency in full scale for propeller operating 
behind hull is caused by the two contribution factors. 
Firstly, it is the scale effect on propulsor characteristics at a 
given loading condition, and secondly, it is the shift of 
advance coefficient toward higher values due to the 
reduction of ship resistance in full scale. The hull efficiency 
(1-t)/(1-WT) does not change considerably with scale for 
the studied ships. Both the CFD calculations and 
extrapolation procedure predict comparable increase of 
efficiency in full scale, the CFD predictions (without 
roughness on propulsors) being slightly more optimistic.  

 

Table 5: Relative increase of efficiency in full scale 
conditions compared to model scale. 

 
OSV‐1 (TANDEM unit)  OSV‐2 (CRP unit) 

EST  CFD  EST  CFD 

ETA0  +8.43%  +9.44%  +7.53%  +8.26% 

ETAD  +8.49%  +8.74%  +6.38%  +7.04% 

        

6 COMPARISON WITH SEA TRIAL DATA 

Finally, we will discuss the results of comparisons between 
the predictions done for the two studied vessels and sea trial 
data. The relative differences in terms of propeller RPM and 
shaft power are reduced in Table 6. It can be seen that both 
the estimations and CFD calculations predict close values of 
propeller RPM, which also agree well with the sea trial 
measurements. 



Table 6: Comparison between the power predictions and 
results of sea trials. Ship speed Vs=14 knots.  

 
OSV‐1 (TANDEM unit)  OSV‐2 (CRP unit) 

EST  CFD  EST  CFD 

n [RPM]  ‐0.94%  +0.04%  +1.55%  +0.34% 

PD  ‐14.09%  ‐13.96%  ‐7.59%  ‐12.03% 

 

At the same time, both prognoses under-predict the levels of 
shaft delivered power. On the one hand, this finding offers 
some confidence in the accuracy of both the CFD 
calculations and extrapolation procedure. On the other hand, 
it indicates that there are some effects at play which are not 
captured in the predictions. One possible explanation to 
vessel under-performance compared to the prognoses can be 
related to the influence of unsteady steering loads, which 
develop on propulsion units, and which need to be 
compensated by changing the pod heading angles, in order 
to keep the ship at straight course during the sea trials. The 
amplitudes of unsteady unit thrust, side force, total propeller 
torque and unit steering moment obtained from the CFD 
calculations are presented in Figure 18. Indeed, it can be 
seen that considerable unsteady loads develop on both 
propulsors. The present hypothesis is also supported by 
recent model testa with one of the present vessels, focusing 
on course keeping characteristics. The influence of unsteady 
steering loads arising on pod propulsors opens an 
interesting new area for research, which is important for 
practical design and operation of these units.  

 

 
Figure 18: Averaged peak-to-peak amplitudes of 
unsteady loads on propulsors operating behind hull 
predicted by CFD simulations. (Values are given in %, 
related to the mean total unit thrust, for forces, and mean 
total propeller torque, for moments) 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of systematic CFD calculations performed in the 
present work on the two offshore vessels indicate that, for 
this type of ships, scale effect on the friction component of 
resistance is approximated very well by the ITTC 
extrapolation line, but the pressure component shows 

relatively small variation with scale. The change of the 
pressure resistance component for ship hull with skegs and 
headboxes is not proportional to the change of the friction 
component as assumed in the "form-factor" method. Small 
variations in scale effect on the pressure component is 
associated with changes in vortex-induced drag of the 
central skeg, headboxes and transom stern. Changes in flow 
pattern over transom also has effect on wave making 
resistance. 

Bow tunnels result in increase of vessel resistance for  3-4% 
for the vessel with two bow thrusters, and for 10-11% for 
the vessel with three bow thrusters, in model scale 
conditions. In full scale conditions, the relative increase of 
resistance due to tunnels is almost twice as large. A larger 
tunnel resistance in full scale is associated with the increase 
of vorticity production at the upstream and downstream 
edges of tunnel openings and its transport inside the tunnel. 
The interaction between the tunnel openings plays an 
important role in scale effect. The above figures are 
obtained for the model with completely open tunnels. The 
presence of gear housing and propeller inside the tunnel, as 
well as favourable constructive solutions for tunnel edges, 
will reduce the magnitude of additional resistance.  

Scale effect on propulsor open water characteristics is the 
result of scale effect on propeller blade forces, pod 
resistance and interaction between the propulsor 
components. The latter factor introduces some important 
differences into scale effect on the characteristics of dual-
end CRP and TANDEM units, which are primarily 
associated with the changes in flow separation pattern on 
the pod housing, and in the interaction of the aft propeller 
with accelerated and swirled slipstream of the forward 
propeller. The increase of open water efficiency in full scale 
for (+3÷4%) around the design point below the point of 
maximum efficiency, and for (+5÷8%) around the point of 
maximum efficiency is predicted for the studied units, under 
the assumption of propeller and pod surfaces without 
roughness. Higher scale effect on efficiency is documented 
for the TANDEM unit. 

The propulsion factors do not show large variation with 
scale, while revealing somewhat different trends for the 
vessels with CRP and TANDEM units. The scale effect on 
propulsion efficiency is predicted quite closely by the CFD 
calculations and extrapolation procedure. More 
investigations are required concerning the prediction of 
wake fraction and thrust deduction factor, whose values 
appear under-predicted by CFD compared to the 
measurements.  

Both the CFD calculations and extrapolation procedure 
show close predictions of propeller RPM and shaft 
delivered power in full scale. Compared to the results of sea 
trials, the power is under-predicted. This result is thought to 
be related to the influence of unsteady steering loads on 
propulsion units, which need to be compensated by 



changing the pod heading angles, in order to keep the ship 
at straight course during the sea trials.  
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